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The Story of the CF&I 
In 1880, General William J. Palmer started the Colorado Coal and Iron    
Company. The workers of his company mined coal and iron ore in  Colorado 
and Wyoming. These minerals were used to make iron and steel for the     
railroads that were being built in the West. In 1892, the company was          
renamed the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company. Its sometimes also called 
CF&I.  
 
It was very important to   Colorado’s history because it made iron and steel 
products for people all over Colorado and the American West. The products 
were also sold all over the United States in later years. Today this company is 
called EVRAZ. The workers recycle steel by melting it in a furnace. They 
make rods, bars, rails, and tubes for customers around the world. 

The Story of the Steelworks Center of the West 
 
The Steelworks Center of the West was formed in the year 2000 by a group of 
people interested in saving and preserving the history of CF&I. The 
Steelworks Archive is made up of papers and documents, films, photographs, 
and many other pieces created by the company that lasted for more than 120 
years. This special collection is one of the largest of its kind in the United 
States. With the Steelworks Museum and Steelworks Archive, the history that 
was once in danger of being lost will now be saved for future generations.  
 

 



This picture shows the            
administration building after 
it was built in 1901.  Does 
this building look the same 
today? 

Did you know?? 
• The medical dispensary was once used by CF&I to treat patients who were not 

sick enough to go to the hospital, but still needed medical treatment. In 1902, the 
dispensary cared for 75 patients each day.  

 

• The medical dispensary building opened in 1902 with an another section added in 
1922. A different architect worked on the addition but followed Mr. Sterner’s 
plans exactly so that both sides of the building would match.  

 

• There are 46 curved windows in the medical dispensary building. The main     
administration building has 112 windows.  

 

• The main administration building is actually three different buildings connected 
by hallways. The main building was built in 1901, the second building was built 
in the 1920’s, and the third building was built in the 1970’s. 

So if CF&I began in 1892, why does the         
museum’s exhibit begin in 1915? 

 
The current Steelworks Museum is only the first step of a much larger 
project. We focus the exhibit on the years 1915 through 1936 for two 
reasons. First, these years saw many important changes for the 
company. In 1915, CF&I managers began treating its employees 
better and changed the way it conducted business. Some of these 
changes still help workers in all types of businesses today. During this 
period, newer and better technology became  available to help 
workers create steel products faster and easier. YMCAs were created 
to give employees and their families an opportunity to learn new 
things and to have a place to enjoy themselves and relax. Many 
immigrants came to work at the coal and iron ore mines and the steel 
mill from all over the world during this time. World War I and 
America’s Great Depression occurred during this time and greatly 
affected the work done at CF&I.   
 
The second reason this era was chosen was that this museum is very 
small compared to what we will be in the future. There wasn’t 
enough room to put in all of CF&I’s stories, so we decided to put in a 
small piece of it. When the museum moves into a larger building in a 
few years, there will be more room for other topics for our visitors to 
learn about.  



CF&I Timeline 1915-1936 
1913-1914 
The Colorado Coal Field Wars occur which is probably the worst worker-related 
strike in American History.  Many Colorado miners, including those who work 
for CF&I, go on strike for 14 months demanding that their bosses give them 
better and safer living and working conditions. More than 60 people die in this 
strike.  
 
 
1915 
When the Colorado Coal Field War ends, the owner of CF&I,                                 
John Rockefeller ,Jr., organizes what he calls the Employee                            
Representation Plan. This gives the workers benefits and                    the ability 
the ability to talk about concerns in their working conditions.  
 
1917 
The United States enters World War I. More than 1,600 of CF&I’s workers go 
to Europe to fight in the war. 
 
 
1918 
Workers begin to work 8 hours a day rather than 12 hours per day. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1920 
The YMCA is built in Pueblo for the recreational enjoyment of the employees 
and their families.  
 

                                                                                                            1927-1928 
                                                                        The Industrial Workers of the World                                                   
                                                                       call for another strike in the coal mines          
                                                                       in an effort to increase worker benefits  
                                                                       and have better working conditions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1932 
The United States enters the Great Depression and steel production and mining is 
cut back. Many CF&I families take classes to learn how to cook and prepare food, 
sew, and entertain with little money. 
 
1936 
CF&I declares bankruptcy and reorganizes becoming the Colorado Fuel and Iron 
Corporation. It begins making steel once again and quickly becomes the American 
West’s leader in steel making by the time the United States enters World War II.   

A steelworker taking samples of molten pig iron , ca. 1940-50 

I.W.W rally, 1927 



 

Sometimes  museum workers must be history detectives to 
learn more about a subject so they can tell their visitors about 
it. They use historical resources called primary sources to do 
their investigation. They are called  primary sources because 
they were created at a particular moment in time. There are 
several different types of primary sources.  

Museum workers are like detectives! 

Artifacts 
What types of objects are important to 
your life? What tools do you use every 
day that you need to survive? The 
people that work for the Steelworks 
Center care for lots of different types 
of CF&I objects. If an archaeologist 
excavated your bedroom 100 years 
from now, what information would it 
tell them about you? 
 
 

Documents and Records 
Documents tell a lot about a company. The   
Colorado Secretary of State created this        
document called the Article of Incorporation in 
1892. This document allowed the Colorado Fuel 
and Iron Company to conduct business within  
Colorado’s borders. The archival  collection of 
the Bessemer Historical Society  is one of the 
largest of its kind in the United States. It contains 
about millions and million of records including 
those about its workers, how the company made 
and spent its money, its medical department,   
railroads, and more.  

Thank you, Mr. Sterner!  
The Steelworks Museum building was once used as a small medical 
building. The architect, or designer of the building, was a famous man 
named Frederick Sterner. He designed both this building and the former 
CF&I administration building next door. The style of the building is called 
Spanish Mission. It is made of stucco and wood and is supported by a steel 
skeleton on the inside.  

Check the words below that describe the architecture of the building: 

Old Fashioned  [] 

Futuristic  [] 

Calm  [] 

Scary  [] 

New  [] 

Unfinished  [] 

Energetic  [] 

Impressive  [] 

Now think of your own words to describe the architecture of the building 
and write them below. 

 

 

The medical dispensary building  in  1915. 



Films & Movies 
We know how CF&I coal miners and steelworkers did 
their jobs between 1915 and 1936 because we have films 
of them while they were at work. Films, DVD’s and 
video tapes are a good way to save valuable stories and 
information to hand down from generation to generation. 

Photographs 
Photographs give a visual image of 
the past, showing what people and 
places looked like. We know what 
many areas of CF&I that are now 
long gone looked like because we 
have photographs that we can 
study.  The Steelworks Center has 
more than 100,000 photographs in 
its collection.  

Cameron Mine School, 1926. 

Newspapers and Publications 
Like other major companies, CF&I created 
newspapers and publications. They were used 
to inform the workers and their families of 
things happening in the mines or at the steel 
mill. The names of the newspapers printed 
from 1915-1936 were The Industrial Bulletin 
and The Steelworks Blast.  CF&I also created 
an Annual Report each year to tell people 
called shareholders how much money the 
company made and spent and if there were 
any major changes to the company.   

Page from Steelworks Blast, 1928 

“Reading” a label: 
Labels are very important to museum exhibits because they answer        
questions. They give the visitor more information about a museum object 
or picture that can not be answered by looking at it.  
 

 
C&W locomotive pulling passenger and refrigerator car  
Segundo, Las Animas County,  
ca. 1915-1925. 

Reading a Museum 
You can read a museum in many different ways.  
 
• You can “read” the building—its designs, decorations, and rooms 
• You can “read” its objects—the sizes, types and shapes 
• You can “read” its labels—who, what, when, where and why. 
 

We don’t know exactly when this picture was taken, but by conducting 
historical research, we know it was taken sometime  between these two 
dates. “Ca” means “circa.” 

Where the picture was taken 

The subject of the picture 



Did you know? Coal Mining Facts 

• About 2/3 of the coal we use today is transported by rail, much of it in special 
cars. One coal train can carry as much as 10,000 tons per trip. 

• The world’s deepest mine is the Western Deep Level Mine in 
Carletonville, South  Africa. This mine is so far underground its miners 
work in temperatures of about 131° F. 

• America accounts for about 24% of world wide coal production. Top 
coal producing states are Montana, Wyoming, West Virginia, Kentucky, 
Illinois and Colorado. 

• The largest coal mine in the United States is the Black Thunder Mine   
located near Wright, Wyoming. 

• Coal mines are of three different types: shaft, slope and drift. 

 
Miner Folklore 
Miners that worked underground developed a strong sense of community 
and friendship. They would tell stories and folktales and look out for one 
another in the most dangerous of situations. Not all miners believed in 
folklore or superstitions, but many passed stories from one generation to 
the next to give justification to events they could not explain.  
• Miners believed that accidents happened in threes. 
• Miners believed that a man was likely to fall if his work clothes fell off 

their hook on the wall. 
• Miners believed it was bad luck for a woman to enter a mine. 
• Miners believed it was dangerous to whistle underground. 
• Miners believed it was bad luck for a miner to drop his tools in a mine. 
• Miners believed that if a candle fell from the tunnel wall or went out 

From Near and Far 

Music 
Many immigrants loved music and dancing. They often played instruments or 
hosted parties with others from their home country to celebrate the end of the 
work week or special holidays. You can create a music maker by putting a 
handful of dried beans, popcorn or rice in the middle of a paper plate. Fold the 
plate in half and staple the rim to itself. Decorate the instrument with paint, 
markers or streamers and shake gently to make music.  

Art 
Many immigrant families decorated their homes with things that reminded them of 
their home country. What types of decorations do you have in your house? Create a 
tissue paper flower by layering three squares of colored tissue paper on top of each 
other. Pinch it in the middle and tie a piece of string around the area where you 
pinched. Pull and fluff the sheets starting with the inside layer to make a flower. Put 
in a vase or bowl.  

Pan              France 
Pita             Spain 
Baguette   Mexico 
Tortilla      Greece 
 

People came from all over the country and the world  to work in CF&I’s mines or in 
the mills. People that came from other parts of the world were called immigrants.  
Most of them came from Europe, Asia, and  Mexico. The immigrants  brought with 
them the traditions and culture of their homelands, making Southern Colorado a very 
unique place.  

Food 

Every culture in the world has bread that can be stuffed, 
rolled, or eaten with the hands easily.  Immigrants carried 
bread dishes in their lunch pails and ate it at mealtimes.  
Match the type of bread to the country of origin.  



I don’t know bones about my bones! 
Steelwork and mining are very dangerous jobs. Sometimes workers got 
hurt or sick while doing their jobs. Luckily, CF&I had its medical department 
to care for injured workers.  
 
Your skeleton is very important. If you didn’t have bones, what do you 
think would happen to your body?  

Fun Fact: There are 206 bones in 
the human body!! 

Our fingers are very important to 
help us do different tasks, both at 
work and at home.  Use masking 
tape and tape your thumb to the 
palm of your hand. Try to pick 
things up without using your 
thumb. Can you do it? Imagine if 
you lost one of your fingers in a 
steel working or mining accident. 
How would you survive?  

Rocks vs. Minerals—What’s the difference? 

A mineral is a natural substance which has its own distinctive structure 
and may have its composition expressed with a chemical formula. Some 
examples are quartz, calcite, and galena.  
 
A rock is usually composed of two or more minerals in some physical 
combination, although some rocks are composed of only one mineral. 
Examples of rocks are limestone, sandstone, granite, or shale. 
 
CF&I used both rocks and minerals in the steel making process. 
 

Mining and CF&I 

CF&I owned and operated more than 60 different mines throughout its 
history. It mined iron ore, coal and limestone to be used in the steel 
making process. Mining is very dangerous work. From 1922-1942, 
CF&I used a mine rescue unit to teach miners about safety at work and 
care for miners that got hurt while working in the mine.  

Mine Rescue Car Number One, and the 
mine rescue team, ca. 1920’s 



Shopping at the Colorado Supply Company 

CF&I employees shopped regularly at the CF&I store called the Colorado 
Supply Company. It stocked everything the workers and their families 
needed like clothes, furniture, groceries, and things to use while at work.  
Before 1915, the store accepted company issued money called scrip. After 
1915, the store accepted cash for purchases.  

How is this money different than that which we use today? In the space below, 
draw what you think money will look like in the year 2115.  

CF&I miners needed a lot of different equipment to help them get the minerals 
out of the ground. Help the miner choose things needed for work in 1915.     
Circle the things that he would need. Put an X through the things he would not 
need. 
 
 

Deep down in the mine 



A steelworker would wear me high up on their arms. I am called  
 
_____________________________________________________________.  
 
Name two items that would help a steelworker do their job.  
 
_____________________________________________________  and 
 
 
_______________________________________________,   
 
The name of CF&I’s railroad was  
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Why would a coal miner need a lamp on the front of their hat? 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
I help office workers do difficult calculations. I am called a 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

The temperature inside the blast furnace could reach  
 
_______________________________  degrees. 

Story of Steel Seek and Find 
Look through the Story of Steel exhibit and see if you 
can answer the following questions. 

Extra, Extra! 
 
Imagine that you are a reporter for the CF&I publication, The Steelworks Blast. 
Choose a picture in one of the museum’s exhibits or on our website and gather 
information from its label or title Then write a story about what is happening in the 
picture.  



 
Y M O R I J M O V G P Z B X Q 

Z G K J O M L R S B Z G E I P 

C R O N Q B M A M T Z G S G Y 

O O I L E G Y I Z G W Z S N L 

T H A U O E F L G I Z M E I M 

L K P L Z E Y V R R C D M N N 

T S X F B W G E D O A N E I G 

R O C K E F E L L E R N R M Z 

S T E E L F L O K E Y N T M C 

S R Q B X Z R M O L Q E W S K 

D C V F Q A Y R T S U D N I V 

W X Y M D F I T B K C O O O T 

J B O O N A J B E W V Y Y P R 

T Z N D Q P C J J H M D T P O 

Z A L F T X P Q B M M D H T E 

The Story of Steel Seek & Find 
 
A steelworker would wear these high up 
on their arms. I am called gloves  
 
Name two items that would help 
steelworkers do their job. tongs and 
optical pyrometer,   
 
The name of CF&I’s railroad was The 
Colorado and Wyoming Railroad 
 
Why would a coal miner need a lamp on 
the front of their hat?  so they could see 
underground 
 
I help office workers do difficult 
calculations. I am called a comptometer 
or slide rule 
 

Pan = Spain  
Pita  = Greece 
Baguette = France 
Tortilla   = Mexico                   
 
 

Answers 

Want to learn more about CF&I or the 1915-1936 era? Check out these great books! 
 
Bartoletti, Susan. Growing up in Coal Country. Houghton Mifflin Company. 1999. 
 
Bartoletti, Susan. Kids on Strike! Houghton Mifflin Company. 2003.  
 
Bobeck, Milan. 1920: Decades through the 20th Century. 2005. 
 
Llewellyn, Claire. Metal. Material World Series. 2001. 
 
Laughlin, Rosemary. Ludlow Massacre 1913-1914. American Worker Series. 2006.  
 
Symes, R.F. Rocks and Minerals. Eyewitness Books Series. 2004. 
 
Tracy, Kathleen. Henry Bessemer: Making Steel From Iron. Mitchell Lane, Publishers. 2005.  
 
 


